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Mr. 4. Schwencer, Chief g, -

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation y t 7 ,,,,,3 y.,y
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Branch No. 2-3 r2
m\~j.

-

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ley ''
~

gE.c 3 g,., . pWashington, D.C. 20555

b[i}|O-~ RE: Florida Power Corporation
Crystal River Unit #3 % W- x-,%

6Docket No. 50-302

Dear Mr. Schwencer:

Amendment No. 47 to the Crystal River Unit #3 Final Safety Analysis
Report (FSAR) dated October 24, 1975 contcined an update of the
Technical Qualifications of the CR #3 Plant Staff with the exception
of the Operations Supervisor, Results Engineer and Training Coordinator
positions.

Attached are the Technical Qualifications of Mr. W. R. Nichols - Opera-
tions Supervisor, Mr. P. E. Griffith - Training Coordinator, and
Mr. W. R. Klein - Results Engineer, which will be added to the CP. #3
Final Safety Analysis Report in Amendment No. 48.

Th' filling of the above mentioned positions completes Florida Power
Corporation's staffing of the key operating personnel listed in Appendix

- 12A of the FSAR for Crystal River Unit #3 Nuclear Generating Plant.

As per Mr. Leon Engle's request, FPC stands ready to meet with you or
members of your staff to discuss and review the qualifications of the CR
f3 Plant Staff at your earliest possible convenience.

Please feel free to contact this office should additional discussion be
requi red.

Very truly yours,

J. . Rodgers
Asst. Vice President

JTR/hw 4/2
Attachments

|

General Othee 32o1 Tniny-fourin street soutn . P O Box 14042. St Petersburg. Florida 33733 e 813-866-5151 bb
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TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS |
|

|

|
Mr. W. R. Nichols - Operations Supervisor '

ll*1I*7|( |

1. Job Responsibilities

Responsible to the Assistant Nuclear Plant Superintendent for the safe,
continuous and efficient operations of the nuclear plant. Specific duties

. include supervision, coordination, scheduling, planning, and tralning of
nuclear operatiohal personnel. Special assignments s 's assistir.g with the ,

refueling planning and operation, and advisor to special nuclear projects. |
*

~

His activities are to monitor and evaluate current plant performance and )
establish plant guidelines to comply with the NRC and State of Florida
Regulations. He maintains departmental records and verifies current proce-

-. dures and modifications complying with the standards of ANSI 18.7. He is on
call and develops good inter-departmental relations to insure organizational
flexibility. .

2. Education

A. High School Graduate - 1947

B. One year Pre-engineering Study - Orlando Junior College - 1954

C. 18 Months Electrical Engineering - Virginia Polytechnic Institute - 1956

3. Nuclear Training

He has completed classroom and/or simulator training as required for cold
license examinations at three (3) Nuclear Power Generation Stations.

4. Nuclear Experience

He has a total of 15 years of nuclear experience including design review,
testing, startup, health physics and practical operating experience.

5. Summary
.

Nr. W. R. Nichols started his career in the nuclear field witn the General
Dynamics Electric Boat Division in 1959. He has attained extensive opera-
tional experience on five (5) different types of nuclear power plants
including four (4) initial nuclear unit startups, post critical testing and
full power operation. Technical writings include operation and testing
procedures for Connecticut Yankee, Turkey Point 3 & 4, and St. Lucie Unit 1.
He has held a Senior Operators License since 1966 and at the time of Crystal
River Unit 3 initial core loading he will have 14 years of responsible nuclear
power plant operating experience.
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. TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS

Mr. P. E. Griffith - Training Coordinator llel*Tdk
1. Job Responsibilities

The Training Coordinator is required to plan, schedule, coordinate, and
develop training, retraining, and replacement training of licensed

-Operators, Electrical and Mechanical Maintenance Technicians, Chemistry
and Radiation Protection Technicians, Technical Support Technicians, -

and Plant Engineers. He is required to plan and coordinate emergency
training and drills. He will maintain training qualifications and re-
qualification documentation and records.

'~
Education / Nuclear Training2.

,

4. Maynard Evans High School, Orlando, Florida - 1961
,

,

B. United States Navy Class "A" School (Interior Communications
Electrician) San Diego, California - 1961 - 1962
14 weeks. Courses in theory, operation and maintenance of
electronic and electro-mechanical systems.

C. Basic Submarine School, New London, Connecticut - 1962
8 weeks. Theory and operation of submarines and equipment.

7. Nuclear Power School, Bainbridge, Maryland - 1963
24 weeks. Course in Mathematics, Classical and Nuclear
Physics, Engineering Materials, Thermodynamics, Reactor
Theory and Plant Principles and Electronics.

E. Advanced Nuclear Power School, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory - 1963 - 1964
West Milton, New York - 28 weeks. Courses in reactor control
equipment, reactor principles and operation. Qualified reactor
operator and reactor technician.

F. Basic Transistor School 3 weeks, Advanced Submarine School - 1966
New London, Connecticut. Courses in theory and applications
of transistors.

G. Basic Sonar Watch Standing School,1 week, Advanced Submarine School - 1967
New London, Connecticut. Courses on the physics of sound in
water.

H. 721 Integrated Control System Maintenance, 2 weeks, Bailey Meter Co. - 1969
Wycliffe, Ohio. Application and maintenance of Bailey 721
system components.

,
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2. Education / Nuclear Training (continued) .

. I. Link GP-4B Maintenance,-3 months, Singer-Link - 1970
' l

-

'

Course held in Lynchburg,-Virginia. Three weeks
. progrpuming and nine weeks theory and maintenance

of GP-4B Computer.
'

J. Capitol Radio' Engineering Institute, Washington, D.C. - 1971-'

.

Nuclear Engineering Technology ^ Correspondence Course,-
in theory and application of electronic circuits as

"
applied to nuclear: instrumentation, reactor theory,-

math and' health physics. '

3. Nuclear Experience-

July, 1972 - Babcock & Wilcox Company,- Training-Section Simulator Instructor
fresent one year. Then on-site training' coordinator at Arkansas Nuclear ,

One. While at Nuclear One, instrumental in solving instrumen . |
tation' and control problems that came up while producing training j

,

aids,-as well as coordinating and administering training programs. j;
'

for operator licensing. |

1 Oct., 1971 - Bailey Meter Company, Wycliffe, 0hio - Reactor Protection .and
. ,

; . July, 1972 Engineered Safeguards Group - Responsible for writing reactor
protection and engineered safeguards technical manuals including
systems descriptions, calibrations and testing procedures.

Dec., 1969 - Babcock & Wilcox Training Dept. - Duties included simulator
Oct.,'1971 instructor on B&W nuclear simulator". In charge of maintenance and

calibration of intergrated ~ control system. Set up maintenance and
calibration programs.s

Aug., 1968 - Babcock & Wilcox Field Engineering - Responsible for preparation
Dec. , 1969 of instrument and control system operating procedures including

intergrated control system, reactor protection and engineering
safeguards for Duke Power Co. Also conducted trafning in
instrumentation and control systems for Duke Power Co. and4

Metropolitan Edison Co.

19'4 - 1968 USS Nautilus (SS(N)571) (Nuclear Submarine) - Reactor operator6

and technician responsible for supervision, operation and
maintenance of the pressurized water reactor, and its associated
nuclear instrumentation and control devices. Electric power
plant and steam plant control operator, responsible for super-
vision, maintenance- and proper operation of associated systems -
contr( 1 - devices. Other experience during this period includes i

- two years of major ship and equipment overhaul. One year of
underway operational responsibility and one- year refueling.

~ ~ ~ ~

In addition to.the above, but with no reference to the nuclear
field,1have worked as an electronics technician in the radar*

- and electronics countermeasures field.
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3 '. ., Nuclear Experience (continued)

1963 - 1964 United States Nuclear Power Training Unit, Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory, West Milton, New York.

1962 - 1963 USS Thornback (SS 418) '(Submarine), leading seaman in charge
of. deck hands.

.

4. Summary

~

Mr. Griffith holds a Senior Reactor Operator License 'on Arkansas-

*Power & Light's Babcock & Wilcox Unit - Arkansas Nuclear One. e

At the time of Crystal River Unit 3 initial :. ore loading,
Mr. Griffith will have 14 years of responsibia riuclear experience.
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TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS

Mr. W. R. Klein - Results Engineer .

1. Job Responsibilities

The Results Engineer is responsible to the Technical Support Engineer
for the overall plant performance, all testing involving NRC surveillance

- requirements, and all other tests needed in increasing equipment and
plant efficiency. He is responsible for directing plant engineers in
organizing, conducting, and analyzing all NRC surveillance tests as required
by plant Technical Specifications. He is responsible for the monthly plant
performance report, documentation of all testing, and the coordination of-

*.
major test efforts during outages with outside companies, interdepartmental
personnel, and any other technical support groups necessary. He is also
responsible for the development of a performance monitoring program designed
to co'ntinually improve efficiency and lower operating and maintenance costs.

~

His work also involves varied economic and research and development projects
as required by the NRC. He is also responsible for observing the rigid
requirements of the Quality Assurance Program including the documentation
required and the coordination with other inter-company Quality Assurance
personnel.

2. Education

A. Bachelor of Electrical Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology - 1965

B. Master of Science in Nuclear Engineering, Georgia Institute of
Technology - 1967

3. Nuclear Training

A. AMU-ANL Summer Engineering Practice School (3 mo.) Argonne National
Laboratory - 1966

B. Nuclear Fuel Management (3 weeks) Purdue University - 1968

. C. Protection System Reliability Analysis (1 week) NUS Corp. - 1969

4. Nuclear Experience

He has had a total of 8 years of nuclear experience, including engineering
design, licensing, testing, health physics, and national standards
committees.

5. Summary

*

He worked as a technician in nuclear applications and health physics during
his co-op job at Aberdeen Proving Ground. He did the radial-axial physics
calculations to convert the Georgia Tech. Research Reactor from 1 MW to 5 MW,
developed a fuel management scheme, and performed some of the accident dose
calculations during his Assistantship at Georgia Tech.

_
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5. Summary (continued)

He worked- as an. Engineer for Baltimore Gas and Electric from 1968 .to
1972. He coordinated engineering on the radiation monitoring system,
nuclear instrumentation, and closed circuit television system. He *

developed the Calvert Cliffs security program and worked on the
specifications for the equipment required. He essisted with the design
of the control boards and fuel contract negotiations.

, He worked as a Principal Engineer for Babcock & Wilcox NPGD from 1972
to 1974. He wrote the control and instrumentation (C&I) portion of five
PSAR's and two PSAR's. He wrote the protection portion of the C & I
section for three proposals. He helped develop two standard SAR's.e

He designed a system to mitigate the consequences of an anticipated
transient without scram, which is under study for a patent. He proposed
a new system for failed fuel detection.

He transferred to Babcock & Wilcox,NMD in 1975. He wrote the process
control, quality control, accountability, and safeguards criteria for
the design of a mixed UO2 and pug 2 uel fabrication plant. He also

'

assisted with the environmental impact statement on the existing Pu02
facilities.
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